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From: ‘Medieval Britain and Ireland in 1987’, Susan M. Youngs, John Clark, David R. M.
Gaimster and Terry Barry, p. 269. Reconstruction of the 14th century plan, based upon surviving
remains, Anthony Wood’s drawing of 1668, and the 1827 enclosure map.
Since this was produced, much of the moat has been dredged and revealed. Dr John. Blair, with
Oxford University Archaeological Society, investigated the buildings and earthworks of a castle
for which Aymer de Valence obtained licence to crenellate in 1315. The surviving remains, a
vaulted gatehouse with a small attached chamber-block and a length of curtain wall, can be
interpreted in the light of field and map evidence and a sketch made by Anthony Wood in 1664 .
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Bampton Castle
The gatehouse and part of the curtain wall of this
early 14th castle were built by Aymer de
Valence, Earl of Pembroke, who obtained a
licence to crenellate in 1315. Its component parts
were fully explored in CSGJ 32, so the
discussion below, and  illustrations included,
mainly look at the topography of the site and in
trying to account for its size.
The area within the moat is about 15,000 square
metres (3.7 acres), which is large - the Percy castle
of Leconfield is a massive 18000 sq. m. (4.45 acres)
but the more usual licensed moated manor house
of Markenfield Hall, (Yorks), is 4500 sq. m. (1.12
acres) and the manorial moat of Cogges, 8.5km
northeast, was 5000 sq. m. (1.24 acres). The moat
is broad on two sides but rather narrower on the
north and south sides. As well as having a defensive
function the moat may have had some drainage
function, serving as a fish pond and producing
scenic reflections of the house, an aesthetic that had
developed considerably in the late 13th century.

The west gatehouse is designed in a more
ecclesiastical style than overtly military; it is clear
this was intended as  fine domestic
accommodation. Other similarly dated castles such
as Beaumaris, Maxstoke and Llangibby repay
close comparison regarding quadrangular
dimensions and ambitions;  Bampton, in area, is
three times larger than Beaumaris.
Aymer is known to have visited Bampton Castle
in 1307 and 1312, and probably did so in 1321
when he participated in a tournament at Witney
nearby. He left no record of his intentions and
the property appears to have been of little
interest to his successors, the Talbots, later earls
of Shrewsbury. Like Beaumaris and Llangibby,
both being built at a similar period, Bampton
was possibly never completed and, like
Llangibby, quickly seemed to become a white
elephant after the death of Aymer in 1324. There
are no grounds to believe that Aymer was
hedging his political bets when he sought the
licence to crenellate in 1315, even though he

Engraving from Turner & Parker, 1853 (Vol. II, 260). The curtain rose to a height of 33 ft (10.06m)
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Bampton Castle - Google Earth image. The present north and south tracks do not precisely
line up with the strictly orthogonal plan set out by A. Wood, 1664. The lines overlaid in
black follow the outer edges of the moat.

may have lost his pre-eminent advisory role to
the crown as Warwick and Lancaster gained in
importance (autumn 1314 to April 1316). It is
arguable whether Aymer de Valence was
responsible for initiating or leading a ‘middle
party’ of magnates and prelates between Edward
II and the duke of Lancaster from 1317 to 1321,
but he was always in favour of moderation and
negotiation rather than provocation. As
Goodrich castle (Herefordshire) was too far from
government to be a power-base, Bampton seems
to have been intended for this role [Emery, 2006,
56]. Aymer was to be permanently cash-strapped
after his ransom in 1317 (Phillips, 1972, 111-
17); another reason for apparent lack of activity
after this date.
Aymer also had a substantial retinue, as befitted
a leading magnate, and Bampton was capable of
housing them on a generous scale. Apart from
his permanent household members, he had
between fifteen and twenty retainers at any one
time from a pool of between forty and fifty
supporters. This increased to eighty-one when
he went on campaigns against the Scots in 1314

and was well over a hundred in his 1315 and
1322 campaigns. He also needed a suitable
retinue befitting his position when he went on
embassies to France. Yet despite its vast scale,
Bampton castle was essentially a residential
rather than a fortress enclosure. Aymer’s
successor  Gilbert, Lord Talbot (d. 1387), leased
the manor to Sir Robert Tresilian in 1382, but
reserved the right to stay for a day and night if the
lessee and his wife were absent.
At the end of the 14th century other parts of the
castle and its associated buildings may already
have been derelict, since in 1422 the remaining
two-thirds of the manor included a stone house
with granges and other ‘ruined’ buildings. Some
bailiffs in the fifteenth century may have been
accommodated in the castle, and by the later
sixteenth century the whole site, variously
described as the castle or mansion house or as
Ham Court, was let with the demesne to the
lord’s steward or to local gentry, some of whom
probably sub-let it. In the earlier 17th century the
demesne and some agricultural buildings were
sometimes let separately.
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The West front. From a sketch by Anthony Wood, 1664 (Bod. Lib. MS Wood E 1 f. 12). Engraved by
Michael Burghers, and published in Thomas Hearne’s ‘Life of Wood’. 1726. (Blair (1998) fig. 5 and
VCH XIII (1996), 24)

The West front. True to scale interpretation of Wood’s sketch in the light of surviving remains.
Reproduced courtesy and © John Blair. (From John Blair’s ‘Bampton Castle’ Bampton Research
Paper 1, 1988).

Fig.3. Survey Drawing, 1987.
Reproduced courtesy and © John Blair
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Features
The owner of Bampton, Matthew Rice, kindly
invited the CSG to visit the site and we are
grateful for his kindness and hospitality.
Delegates were invited to consider the evidence
for the size, form and function of the castle and
consider the various features described.
The gatehouse spiral stair and octagonal stair turret

Bampton is an example of a single clockwise
staircase accessed from within and to the rear end of
the gate-passage; in this regard it is similar to many
Edwardian-era castles from the 1270s onwards (e.g.
Caerphilly, Harlech 1280s) The stair winder widths
are generous, and this is a feature of high-status
spiral or vice stairs. They are 1.2m wide and 18-20
cm high. The surprise comes with the underside
of the steps.  The chamfer has been cut right back
to form a continuous, smooth, sinuous clockwise
curving spiral - so seamless that the joints are
almost invisible. An examination suggested that
under the paint or plaster the stone is tooled and
cut in this form - a very elegant and rare finish.
Vaulting: the gate-passage two-bay vaulting and
the entry arches

Castle gatehouse vaulting of this particular type,
at this early 14th century date, remains extremely
rare. What is clear is that up to this time (say
1315-20) and even up to the 1340s, any major
castle gate-passage, if vaulted, would have been
of the muscular transverse rib-vault type, like
Goodrich, or St. Briavels and the majority of the
Edwardian castles; that is, substantial military-
gauge individual straight transverse ribs with a
chamfer. The more delicate quadripartite diagonal
ribbed vaulting for gatehouses was unknown in
any castle at this time until Warwick.  Bampton
has a two-bay octopartite ribbed vault with two
carved floriated central bosses. What is unusual
about Bampton’s gate-passage vault  is the fact that
the internal wall supports for the springers for the
vault, usually taken from brackets or corbels
embedded in the enclosing walls about half-way
up, are taken from attached shafts or lesenes that
rise directly from the ground-floor level.
In any castle gatehouse, this feature, the attached
full-length wall-shaft, is almost impossible to find.
One is the notable and almost contemporary
example at Battle Abbey Gatehouse c. 1338-40.

(Coad, 2017, 19-21), and the Samuel Grimm
sketches illustrate it well. It is not an exact parallel
as the engaged wall shafts are circular and topped
with capitals that act as the springers. So Bampton
appears to be the earliest gate-passage example we
know of with: (i) a quadripartite / octopartite castle
gatehouse rib-vault and (ii) full-length wall shafts
supporting the springing of the vault.
Gate-arches: the gatehouse entry (west) and exit
(east) gate-arches

These two series of monumental portal arches are
an unusual and interesting element to the
gatehouse structure; that is, the pristine form of the
10ft (3m) wide, 20ft (6.1m) high pointed-arch
gate-arches, all in finely dressed limestone ashlar,
executed to the very highest quality. Surprising
because the gatehouse has now been wrapped up
inside a domestic cloak which hides its pre-
eminent quality.  The west group of arches, facing
the moat and the field, now partially hidden by the
17th century walled-up infill, are of two ‘orders’
- one ovolo (inner) and one bevelled (square with
rounded corners). The spectacular group of inner-
arch orders on the opposite, east, courtyard facing
side, very consciously observable when arriving
through the passage into the courtyard, is of three
‘orders’ including the vault shafts (four if you
include the jambs of the attached side doors). These
strongly defined ‘orders’ consisting of a profile of
one bevelled shaft and two half-round ovolo arches,
worked as if one conjoined section - in effect
clustered shafts, giving a powerful, impressive
undulating, splayed effect.
The traceried two-light transomed and quatrefoil
window  (courtyard)

Margaret Wood, 1965, 354 & Pl. LVa) seemed
happy to assign the Bampton window an early
14th century date. What is interesting is its setting
and its flowing tracery around the quatrefoil at
the head with its ogee lobes. It sits rather high in
relation to the present roof-line and eaves.
Certainly the interior upper room size in the
lodging block seems out of place for the window
/ fireplace combination  and one or both may have
been removed and re-sited when the top storey
/battlements of the gate tower were dismantled
and then the tower rebuilt with a gable. The style
of the mouldings, with its quatrefoil, the top and
bottom lobes echoing the ogee form, must also
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allow for a later date than 1315, which does
seem a little early. The head mouldings thus
created are curvilinear, similar to Meare
Manor (c. 1330-50). (Turner & Parker,
1853, ‘Meare Manor Farm’ 298, 299;
Emery GMH Vol III, 592). Another early
use of flowing tracery  is William Joy's
retrochoir at Wells Cathedral, probably
early 1330s.   Bampton is undoubtedly
quite an early example of this form in a
secular building. See also Broughton
church, chancel side-window, c. 1330s -
the window looks similar to Bampton, but
without the transom.
Arrow loops / curtain wall / embrasures

The unique combination of the unusual
regularity, linearity and length of curtain, and
the form of the arrow-loops and curving
half-round embrasures, along with
intermediate wine glass turrets appear to be
without precedent. Unusual for four reasons:

1: The extraordinary 360ft (110 m) (assumed) length of
straight curtain wall (including the gate frontage) with a long
line of repetitive, regularly-spaced symmetrical arrow loops.
2: The close repetitive sequence of shallow high semi-
circular embrasures (approx 7ft deep) Two original
examples remain. [Others elsewhere?]
3: The intermittent ‘bartizans’ or semi-circular wall-top
turrets with an appearance of a ‘wine glass’ stem taken to
ground level, slightly proud of the wall (cf. Bellver castle)
4: The shape of the arrow loop ‘oillets’ resembling an
inverted stirrup. Oillets in this period usually follow the
Caerphilly style - mirror image cruciform slits terminating
in fully circular (or ¾ round) oillets (x 4). Occasionally the
top, left and right oillets are plain, not enlarged, or are in the
form of fishtails, but the lower oillet is circular or stirrup-
like, with the flat straight side of the stirrup shape at the
bottom. Bampton is eccentric and totally unique, possibly,
because the flat section of the ‘stirrup’ on all four oillets are
the other way up - on the inner side of the slits, like a
half-moon blade on a garden edger. [Others elsewhere?]

The cross-loops became dimensionally centred on the
vertical slit and altogether became more playful. However,
this small piece of Bampton eccentricity apart, the form of
the cruciform loops in all other respects conforms to the
general stylistic trends of the 1300-1390 period.
Functional, yes, but becoming more theatrical, self-
consciously symmetrical, and ornamental and a visual
demonstration of capricious and ostentatious wealth.
Fireplace mouldings

On the upper floor of the lodging block Margaret Wood
describes the hooded Bampton fireplace  (p. 264) comparing
it to the Old Deanery, Lincoln (her fig. 76), as early 14th
century.
The fireplace jamb mouldings and the integrated corbels are
all half-round ovolos similar to those in the gatehouse
arches, so are probably contemporary. Interestingly, the
fillets in the jambs or pedestals are carried up through
and into the corbels (but are not fully filleted - the rebate
is only on one side). This is an interesting rare survival
and probably derived from Bampton rather than
elsewhere. There are few remaining fireplaces with
hoods from the late 13th and early 14th centuries. The
one at Stokesay, North tower (possibly reset), is without
its probably wooden hood, but the pedestals have the
pencil-line keel moulding, more familiar on later window
transom and mullion mouldings. St Briavel’s castle is
perhaps a closer example.

Window tracery at Bampton 1315-20.
Characterised by flowing tracery, ogee
heads and with top/bottom ogee lobes of the
quatrefoil. The window is possibly re-sited.
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Part view of the Bampton complex. Gatehouse, and semi-octagonal stair turret on the courtyard
side, in the centre; lodging block to the right; the 1870s Victorian house to the left. View, looking
west from the mound. The ground  and upper floor windows under the large arch are infill.
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